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Abstract 

Indonesian literature is full of different cultural backgrounds, be it traditional, modern or 
postmodern. Viewed from periodization of Indonesian literature, traditioal culture can be 
seen in the works of Balai Pustaka period in most of which customs and traditional culture 
are raised; modern culture emerged in the works of Pujangga Baru period which raised 
modern social issues; postmodern culture came forth in the works of Reformation period 
of the 2000s. Nevertheles, viewed from the variety of themes in contemporary Indonesian 
literature, from pre-Reformation until now, those three cultures are present 
simultaniously. This study is focused on three literary works that represent each of those 
cultures: traditional culture in the short story “Godlob” by Danarto, modern culture in the 
short story “Burung Bangau” (The Crane) by Indraswari Ibrahim and postmodern culture 
in the novel Supernova: Knight, Princess and The Shooting Star by Dee. Those three 

cultures are interesting themes in cultures studies which in turn serve as subject matter 
to direct reader response. 
Key words: culture, reader response, traditional, modern, postmodern 

 

Introduction 

Indonesian literature is full of different cultural backgrounds, be it traditional, 

modern or postmodern. In terms of Indonesian literary periodization, traditional culture 

can be seen in the period of Balai Pustaka in most of which customs and traditional 

culture are raised. This can be seen in the books Si Jamin dan Si Johan, Siti Nurbaya, 

Salah Asuhan, Sengsara Membawa Nikmat and so forth. Modern culture emerged in the 

works of Pujangga Baru period which raised modern social issues such as the novel 

Layar Terkembang by Sutan Alisyahbana who raised the issue of the emancipation of 

women, the novel Belenggu by Armin Pane who raised the issue of social life of love 

triangle among a physician, his wife and a female patient. Modern culture is continued 

until the periodes of 45 and 66. 

In the 70s emerged a culture that is based on mystical and Sufi thought 

represented by the works of Abdul Hadi WM and Danarto. Most of short stories of 

Danarto are imbued by Javanese mysticism mixed up with Islam and colored with the 

views of pantheism. In the periodes of 80s to 90s occurred stagnation of literary 

creativity because of the political influence of the government which arrested many 

literary authors because their ideas are regarded not in line with the government policy. 

In 2000s along with the fall of the New Order government, the freedom of literary 

creation reappears so that there was a tendency to embrace freedom of expression. In 

this period appeared the novel Saman by Ayu Utami as a milestone in literary work of 

the Reform era, then Supernova: Ksatria, Puteri dan bintang Jatuh by Dee. Then these 

are followed by Islamic works such as the novels Ayat-ayat Cinta by Habibburahman el 
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Syirazi and Tukang Bubur Naik Haji by Asma Nadia; in this period appeared labor 

iterature and cyber literature. 

Viewed from the diversity of themes of modern Indonesian literature before the 

Reform era until now, those three cultures were present simultaneously. In this study, 

three literary works are chosen that each represent traditional, modern and postmodern 

cultures, namely the short story Godlob by Danarto, the short story Burung Bangau by 

Ratna Indraswari Ibrahim and the novel Supernova: Ksatria, Puteri dan Bintang Jatuh 

by Dee. 

"Godlob" is the first short story in a collection of short stories of Danarto with the 

same title. This short story poses the story of a father who wanted his son to become a 

hero by killing him, in the setting of a battle field when the battle is over leaving corpses 

of soldiers scattered in a deforested hill. Mystical aspects are contained in the depiction 

of the death when the corpses were lying and the crows invaded the bodies. In addition, 

the mystical aspect is also reflected in the depiction of the child who was injured was 

willing to give his life. 

The short story "Burung Bangau" by Ratna Indraswari Ibrahim is a short story 

that takes up a story of Western culture about the arrival of a heron to a family who are 

expecting a baby. Even though it is the myth of the traditional story of the West, but it 

was presented in a modern social life of Indonesian teenagers today. 

The novel Supernova KPBJ is included in the postmodern narrative text because 

it has some characteristics that match that of the postmodern narrative text. Among the 

characteristics is that in terms of form it uses mass culture and science and technology. 

The mass culture contained in the story of the novel Supernova KPBJ is a story that is 

commonly accepted by most people. This can be seen in the depiction of figures like 

Ferre, a man who is handsome, wealthy and very kind, as well as a female figure who is 

described as a beautiful woman, smart and generous (Diva). This mass culture is 

combined with the Internet technology and modern science which is multidisciplinary. 

The other characteristic is the existence of intermingling between fiction and reality 

depicted at the end of the story when the invented characters who are constructed by 

Dhimas and Ruben, namely Ferre and Diva, appeared in the reality of their lives. 

This research was done because examine synchronic reception of the novel the 

reader is not currently on a periodic basis. Research in synchronic reader reception has 

been done, among others, by Rien T. Segers (2000) whose result entitled Literary 

Evaluation has been translated into Indonesian by Suminto A. Sayuti. Her research aims 

to find out the evaluation by readers to comtemporary literary works. The readers 

selected were students and lecturers of the two universities, namely Indiana and Yale. 

The research conducted by Segers uses quantitative data collection so that the 

conclusions put forward can be easily (dis)confirmed. The conclusions drawn by Segers 

consist of six items. First, the decision on the literary value of literary works depends 

on the text structure and literary norm system used by the readers to decide on literary 

value. Second, it is possible to examine the rationalization of value judgement, that 

sophisticated readers engaged in serious reading activities judge a text on the bases of 

at least three dimensions, namely novelty, impact, and design. Thirdly, the evaluation 

of literary texts is not merely a matter of personal taste because it is constrained by the 

principles of rational discussion that is objective or intersubjective in nature. Fourth, it 

is possible to determine the value of literature given by a group of readers to a literary 

text if one first has studied the literary norm system of the group. Fifth, the increasing 

knowledge of the literary code, breadth of norm, and accuracy of literary criteria will 

also increase the ability to distinguish/discriminate. Sixth, the social science used in 

this study shows results that are relevant to the strategy of literary evaluation. The 

aspects that are used as indicators in Segers’ research include intellectual and 

emotional aspects. Social and cultural aspects are used to determine the background of 
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the reader. In general the studies conducted by Segers was challenging the position that 

a literary work can only be investigated qualitatively. 

Besides Segers, other empirical researcher is David Miall and Don Kuiken (2002), 

who examine the reader reception towards the poem by Coleridge; they suggest that in 

understanding a literary work there are three components of receptions that are 

regarded highyly by the readers. Those reception components include, first, specific 

stylistic variation used in the text, although not unique, such as metaphors, archaic 

expressions, and noun polysemy; second, literary component of defamiliarization; third, 

the component of modification or transformation of the conventional concept or feeling.  

Yoyo Mulyana (2000) through a dissertation entitled Teaching Effectiveness Model 

Response Assessment in Teaching Poetry Readers (Experimental Study on the Students 

of   Department of Indonesian Language and Literature, Faculty of Teachers' Training 

and Education, Bandung University of Education, Academic Year 1998/1999) raised 

the issue of the effectiveness of the teaching model of reader response as compared with 

the teaching model of structural semiotics. In the field of teaching the term reder 

reception is better known as reader response, but both have the same view in that both 

place the reader as an interpreter of literary works. Based on the results of experiments 

conducted by Mulyana it was found out that the teaching poetry using the teaching 

model of reader response is more effective than that using structural semiotic teaching 

model. The model reader response used is the learning model resulted from the 

elaboration of the learning model of Suchmann and the reader response theory of 

Rosenblatt. This learning model emphasizes on learning activity that is democratic 

based on research-based learning. 

Meanwhile the results of research that has been done in the application of the 

reader- response approach in learning the subject of short stories can be described 

among others as follows: 1) Agnes J Webb (Barr et al. 1991: 471) in her research 

concludes that an approach based on reader- response did not leave a significant impact 

on the literary competence or cognitive maturity of students, but the reader-response 

approach significantly give positive effect on students' attitudes toward literature. 2) 

Findings of M. Price (Barr et al. 1991: 471) is more convincing in his conclusion that 

the first-grade students who receive a learning reader response activities using the 

approach in the subject of stories short stories result in studies/learning with higher 

quality than students who received learning activity using traditional approaches. 

Rita (2005) combined reader response teaching with visual symbol teaching. David 

Miall (2007) emphasized reader response as a student empirical experience. Saraswati 

(2007) combined reader response teaching with cultural studies and critical paedagogy. 

Saraswati (2008) found out that the students are more excited when they are able to 

give a response based on their knowledge. Suhendi (2012) found out that reader 

response combined with feminism can form student character. My present research 

tries to explain that reader response teaching can be used to promote literary creation. 

Reader responses research carried by David Mialls reveals the activities of 

students in terms of empirical psychology when the reader responses to the reading of 

literature. The title of the research done are “Empirical Approaches to Studying Literary 

Readers: The State of The Discipline” (David Mialls, 2006) dan “Foregrounding and the 

sublime: Shelley in Chamonix” in Language and Literature” (David Mialls, 2007). Bill 

Corcoran in his article “Balancing Reader Response and Cultural Theory and Practice: 

Culturally Oriented Practices” endeavours to reconcile the competing positions of reader 

oriented theory and culturally oriented theory as they relate to such central issues as 

the nature of readers and reading positions, the location of meaning making and 

response, and the relationship of texts to reality and ideology. 

 

Reader response approach 
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 Reader response is a theory that emphasizes the importance of the role of the 

reader in literary text reception. A literary text does not mean anything without the 

involvement of the reader in it. Literary text will change from an artifact that has no 

meaning to something valuable aesthetic ally as the reader gives meaning to it. This is 

because in a reading occurs an active and dynamic interaction between reader and text. 

When readers carry out reading activities, they will not be empty of concepts. According 

to Teeuw (1984: 201) life experience, knowledge, educations are the initial provision of 

the readers in establishing a work that he faces into literary work. 

In recent decades reader response theory has turned into a well established 

learning technique in United States of America. The learning prosses is dynamic by 

providing the students the freedom to construct their own knowledge. The activities of 

giving meanings to text are carried out through the process of experiencing, 

hypothesizing (formulating hypothesis), exploring, and synthesizing. 

The most important thing in learning with reader response approach is that 

students can interpret literary texts based on their cultural background. As readers, 

they give meanings to text based on the knowledge they draw from texts or on their own 

experiences of everyday life. 

Reader response theory includes intellectual and emotional aspects. It is these 

aspects that need to receive response from readers when they read literary works. In 

relation intellectual aspect learning activities makes the students involved to give 

response to intellectual elements of literary works which include:  Structure (describing 

parts so as to be well integrated and coherent), language (present language use skillfully 

with clear and convincing attitude), characterization (presents a portrait of human 

nature that can be identified), theme ( presents a major theme or idea that is clearly 

developed), Tempo (present limited action that move quickly), Plot (present line of action 

developed clearly). As to emotional aspect, learning activities involve students in 

emotional elements which include: Involvement (bring readers to the kind of personal 

involvement, both in character and action.), Emotion (having an impact on the reader's 

emotions), Interests (interesting enough to bring the reader towards reflection / analysis 

further), Authenticity (giving a fresh and different perspective to the reader), Joy (evokes 

a certain tension in the hearts of readers), The ability to believe (to be believed by the 

reader) (Segers, 2000). 

In reader-response class the students become active because they independently 

interpret literary texts and account for their interpretation. The benefit of reader-

response learning activities is that it makes the students richer in interpretation and 

also more tolerant of another opinion. What is certain is that it makes the students more 

critical reader. Meanwhile the results of research that has been done in the application 

of the reader- response approach in learning the subject of short stories can be 

described among others as follows: 1) Agnes J Webb (Barr et al. 1991: 471) in her 

research concludes that an approach based on reader- response did not leave a 

significant impact on the on literary competence or cognitive maturity of students, but 

the reader-response approach significantly give positive effect on students' attitudes 

toward literature. 2) Findings of M. Price (Barr et al. 1991: 471) are more convincing in 

his conclusion that the first grade students who receive a learning activities using reader 

response approach in the subject of stories results in short stories studies with higher 

quality than students who received learning activity using traditional approaches. 

 

Cultural Studies Approach 

Cultural studies approach is well suited to apply with reader-response approach. 

The collaboration of these two approachs is implemented by combining reading literary 

text with social and historical analysis. By reading literary texts in this way, students 
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achieve a deeper understanding of how historical conditions, social traditions, and the 

media work together to create a cultural context in which certain sets of beliefs are 

either reinforced or put into question. By reading the texts that belong to a certain topic, 

students will begin to see literature as a social artifact with a specific history and a 

particular agenda. 

A central concept in cultural studies is intertextual reading in which the students 

compare the text with cultural context. When reading literature with a different cultural 

context, students learn how literature works they learned are creative works as well as 

cultural reflection. In practice the text can be taken from different sources: 

advertisement, television programs, historical documents, works of visual art, official 

documents, theological writings, etc. The best is the cultural context of the major 

sources or compilation of major sources. Teachers search for text that appears as a 

public issue and recognizable by students. For example, when the teacher read the short 

story “Sri Sumarah” by Umar Khayam, the teacher can make use as the source Javanese 

philosophy of submission (kepasrahan). From the results of the study conducted by 

Saraswati (2003) it is found that submission attitude embraced by Sri Sumarah in her 

life is motivated by the Concept submission, and this constitute a part of Javanese life 

attitudes that are influenced by Islamic teachings as it is propounded by R. Soenarto 

Pangestu (in Herusatoto, 2000: 72). This concept is part of the commendable character 

and behavior called PancaSila (five principles), that is Rila (willingness), Narimo 

(submission), temen (earnestness),  sabar (patience) and budi luhur (good conduct). 

When using intertextual approach, the teacher can give introduction about the 

story that will be read, for example the process of writing a short story or information 

about the characters in the story. As an illustration,  to reveal the meaning of short 

stories by Danarto in his anthology Berhala  (idols), in which the writer often use female 

characters as the main characters, it is known based on interviews with the writer by 

researcher (Saraswati, 1996) that the decision to make female as main character is 

motivated by consideration that women are God’s “laboratory”. Men and women 

constitute a unity. Men-women relationships is a necessity. Women are behind the 

struggle of men, on the shoulders of women are truth, as can be inferred from the fact 

that God give owner to the mother Marry, it is through her that Jesus Crist was born. 

In Danarto’s short stories, women characters are not described as instinctual creature 

observe and understand the world of men, but as figures full of deep understanding and 

wisdom. 

 

Methods and Techniques Research 

There are two competing perspectives in research about reders’receptions. The 

first is scientific perspective of psychological and cognitive research and the second is 

humanist perspektive of literary studies. According to Bruner (Beach, 1991: 471) 

scientific research seeks to create a world that is permanent. On the contrary, humanist 

research relates principally to the world as something that changes based on the 

viewpoint of researchers. The application of these two views to reader reception research 

is doubtful concerning its validity. 

Basically reader reception research endeavour to seek consistent reception 

patterns, but on the other hand they are very sensitive to the uniqueness of the 

individual reader's perspective that is biased by the orientation they have. To resolve 

the differences of opinion, the research design suggested are the descriptive, non-

experimental or quasi-experimental design (Beach, 1991: 472). It is intended for it is 

impossible to control all the variables that may influence the reders’ reception. 

Based on the advice of Beach above, the approach used in this study is a 

qualitative approach. A qualitative approach is deemed in accordance with the 

characteristics of the research that produced written data from the subjects under 
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study. The type of research is a case study because it is based on two reasons: first, 

case study is the most valid because it can analyze and reveal the uniqueness of reader 

reception naturally; second, case study can rid itself away from readers’ generalizations. 

The statement is in line with that proposed by Stake (in Denzin, 1994: 236) that case 

studies have an object that is special, unique, and tied to the system. The specificity of 

this study lies in the reader reception, the uniqueness in reders’ the reception pattern 

that is individually varied, and bound to the system, that is literary system. 

In the implementation of the research there are several methods suggested 

byBeach (1991: 472) to be used, the method of open-ended versus closed-ended, 

immediate versus retrospective accounts, and assessing procedural knowledge. 

Closed-ended versus open-ended. Open method allows readers to freely express 

their receptions. This method typically use a form of essay questions and interviews. 

Closed method is a method that uses questions that have been restricted by the 

researcher. For the closed method, there are problems because the distribution of the 

question is limited to questions that are less less valid that lead to failure in giving 

receptions. As a problem-solving then proposed an alternative that combines the form 

of questions using Likert Scale and four independent factors as suggested bu Purves 

and Rippere (in the Beach, 1991: 473), which includes the categories of engagement (the 

emotional involvement or experience of the reader's emotions), perception (describing 

figures or events), interpretation (concluding meaning symbolically or thematically) and 

evaluation (assessment of aesthetic quality). 

Immediate versus retrospective accounts. Immediate accounts method includes the 

activities of thinking loudly because readers give their receptions to reading materials 

in real time, not connected with the context or prior experience. The retrospective 

accounts give the reader a chance to digest first the piece of literature that will be 

responded. In the activity of digestion, the readers usually include feelings and use 

autobiography that he had. 

The method of assessing procedural knowledge is a method that measures 

knowledge of litery works, period and terminology. Researchers usually indirectly 

examine the level of social and cultural conventions, and reader’s literary convention. 

Research conducted typically uses content analysis design. 

Of the three methods mentioned above by Beach, the method that is suitable for 

use in this study is open and retrospective method because readers are given the 

opportunity to provide their receptions openly and freely by first digesting reading 

material, especially for readers who are taken off the field. 

 

Reception Pattern of the Short Story “Godlob” byDanarto 

The students generally have been able to grasp main events in the stories when 

they were asked to mention five important events. In the first group there are three 

different events put forward by the students, namely 1) the after war condition in a vast 

desert, 2) a father who is disappointed, 3) the hordes of crows crowed around and 

attacked the injured and dead boby of soldiers. 

In the second group the events mentioned are: 1) the crows that attack the dead 

soldiers , 2) the father who killed his son, 3) the father who carried the corpse of his 

son. 

In the third group: 1) the murder of a child by his father, 2) the arrival of a mother 

carrying the body of her son, 3) The son is considered a hero by the public and officials.  

In the fourth group: 1) the funeral of young man as a hero, 2) the declaration of a 

woman that it is her hunband who killed her son. 

In the fifth group: 1) the murder of a husband by his wife. 
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For questions about the logical and illogical events, 90% of students said the 

events displayed can make sense, for the murder of a child by his father are considered 

normal during this period. 

The setting of place that are mentioned by the students include: a vast desert, a 

vast meadow that is not wooded, the road that lies in the middle of a town, in the war-

torn country, on the battlefield, in a city, in a city that is experiencing war, the building 

with the walls of the old and dull colour, in a city near barren deserts, cities that love to 

fighti, on bare pasture and burial place of heroes, in wartime, in a field that is wide with 

reed plants. 

One hundred percent of students do not know the term godlob, because it was the 

first time they hear the term. 70% consider the language used is difficult because too 

much use of figure of speech and poetry.  

80% of students do not agree with the concept of the hero portrayed in stories. 

According to them the hero is a person who contributed to the community not just those 

who are killed on the battlefield. No, because the hero is someone who died.  

The most memorable figures for students (60%) are young people because 

according to them as young people they did not demand to be respected or considered 

a hero just because someone holds the army.  

- Because as young man he did not demand to be be respected or to be considered a 

hero just because he holds the army. 

- Because he's willing to take part in a war to sacrifice his/her life in the war even 

though ultimately he was killed by his father. 

- Because he's fighting without expecting the title of a hero. 

- Because he believes one day he will die and not be determined by anyone other than 

Allah. 

- Because he admires the opinions of the Youth about the figure of a true hero. 

- Although has been fought in a battle and still alive he is not so concerned with the 

title of hero.  

The figure of a mother is the second choice (40%) because they think she is very 

courageous and intelligent and willing to give up all of her children to be heroes. The 

reason that they put forward are: 

- As a good mother she was willing that her children take part in defending this country 

without expecting anything in return and willingly accept the death of her sons. 

- Because she is very brave and intelligent (able to find out that son was killed) 

- Because she dared to reveal the lies that happen in the story 

- Because the mother was willing to dig her son’ grave and exposing the fraud her 

husband in front of everyone. 

The father is chosen by 20% of the readers who credited him with his critical 

attitude as to make the egoistic officials realiaze the truth by killing his own son. It is 

because he has a critical mind that he was willing to kill his own son. For the sake of 

establishing justice in the country and to meke the officials realized. Due to huge desire 

to make his youngest son as a hero. 

Concerning what they think about the style of storytelling, some have an 

interesting opinion, featuring stories that are rarely found on other stories. 

50% feel annoyed because the story does not end happily. Because a father can 

kill his son. Because his own father can kill his son just to be given the title of a hero. 

 

Reception Pattern of the Short Story “Cranes” by Ratna Indraswari Ibrahim 

The events contained in this short story which get students’ reception are:  

- Aminah who asked about the heron to his mother 

- Aminah who felt unloved by her parents 
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- Aminah fantasizing about storks 

- Aminah dream of being chased by birds 

- Aminah get acquainted with Bak 

- Bak showed that babies are not brought by storks 

- Aminah was made embarrassed by Bak in an empty warehouse 

Some events do not make sense according to the readers: 

- Aminah believe that storks bring babies into the mother's abdomen 

- A mother scolding her daughter and threatening to abandon her daugher 

- Aminah’ dolls crying, the doll does not want to be awakened 

They can not accept the treatment of a mother scolding her child with harsh 

words. It would be reasonable if the mother was angry because her children are short 

of ability to understand the condition of her little brother who was still too young, and 

she kept imagining so that she forget herself and neglect her schoolwork. 

As to their opinion about the friendship between Amina and Bak, 90% answered 

because they both lack of affection. 

Concerning Bak’s behavior towards Aminah, the students’ reception shows that I 

could occur in everyday life because humans have passion. Due to misgiving of wrong 

understanding about sex, and the lack of proper education about sex, there are so many 

deviations in society. 

Storytelling style used the author is attractive for some students because it uses 

easily understandable language. The author uses metaphorical language in storytelling, 

so as to know the intended meaning the reader should read the story until the end. 

The most memorable events for some students are:  

- When Bak explains how to make a child.  

- Aminah’s dream when she are chased by a very large bird. 

- When Bak invites Amina to the rear building which is dark and stuffy. 

- When Aminah at last understands what is it that is meant by the heron. 

- When asked his little brother about the heron, his brother cries. 

Readers’ Reception Pattern of Supernova: Knight, Princess and The Shooting Star 

Based on observation it was known that the overall readers whose reception are 

studied are 79 people who come from different social backgrounds. In terms of education 

it is known that the readers are ranging from Senior High School students up to 

postgraduate studens of doctoral strata (Ph.D. program). In terms of profession, it is 

known that they include teachers, writers, pereviewer of Far Easten Economy Review, 

the moderator of mailing list, editor staff, initiator and manager of learning, paranormal, 

gays, the daughter of a President, a housekeeper, and production managers. 

High School readers gives more receptions to a text element by not providing more 

detailed explanation of ignorance, confusion, language that is difficult to understand, 

the story of gay men, the science of the unique character, appealing words, difficult to 

understand, back and forth plot of the story.  

In terms of experiential aspect, out of 15 readers who give reception, 14 people 

belong to the reader category of the level of engaging. Personality type is feeling type. 

The attitude taken by those 14 readers, based on the opinion of Hunt and Vipont, belong 

to a story driven attitude. These readers just want to enjoy reading. Based on the opinion 

of Dillon, the readers are presenting the text as their little world, namely the issue of 

fidelity, physics and psychology without giving a more detailed explanation. Based on 

Hind’s opinion, as a reader who showed a positive attitude because it revealed the 

positive words that connote touch gives the impression, happy and slick story. Based 
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on the opinion of readers submissive Flyn included because they are influenced by the 

content of the novel, they lack the adequate knowledge to interpret. 

Readers who are undergraduate and graduate students give response to the novel 

Supernova KPBJ as a popular novel which got welcome reception from readers as well 

as from writers. In terms of the story, there are some opinions:  The story does not 

correspond to reality. Gay intellectual life does not exist in reality. That is just the reality 

of life of the author or the reality of life of the characters. The stories about life are black 

and white. Describing the conflict, love, life and morality. Essentially humans need love. 

The life is all relative. Love relationship between teenagers is filthy and poorly educated. 

Telling the love relationship between two teenagers who face various problems. Being 

dare to tell vulgar sexuality issues. Telling the life of modern society. Neatly packed 

stories about young people.  

In terms of language use, there are some different opinions. Some say the outher 

is supposedly use popular language. There are slang expressions. The language used is 

too high. Literary style of the novel Supernova KPBJ is brave, bold and vulgar. Too much 

use of modern expressions. Using the language of science. Difficult to understand 

because there are many foreign words. The language used is regarded too flat and less.  

In terms of intrinsic component the novel breaks the tradition. The author’s 

intelligence creates imagination that makes the readers anxious, also shows the mastery 

of science and technology. There are too many characters. The scenes seem hopping 

and fantastic. Outstanding in displaying the characters: Ferre with his love, Rana with 

her helplessness, and Diva with her toughness and charm. The plot and characters are 

very unique. Ruben and Dhimas are gay couples who have added value. The author 

would like to show you a gay couple who do not think only about sex.  

In terms of reading experience: Readers with low intellectual level is difficult to 

grasp the meaning. Readers are interested even though the plot moves forward and 

backward. Able to eliminate boredom in reading the novel. Very boring and saturating. 

Experience of a place, terms and events that has never been known. Contemplating 

about the word "respect”. Receive something and take lessons from life. What is seen 

good is not necessarily true and what is seen not good is not necessarily bad. For 

physicists, the novel Supernova KPBJ benefits them; they can find a literary work that 

is close to their academic background. For literary critics  Supernova KPBJ is a strange 

and is lack of literariness. As for the students and the general public, Supernova KPBJ 

is a literary work that they can not understand. Perhaps the interesting part of it is the 

use of technological aspects like chatting on the Internet, and philosophical and 

scientific concepts are written in it, although I think still shallow ... and serve just a 

subject of chatting of  its characters and not part of the story itself. Contains 

spritualism, science, friendship, by using scientific terms which is a little bit unclear. 

Refering to the statement of Beach and Marshal on the experiential element, the 

student-readers, which numbered 21, use the process at the level of engagement, 

detailing and understanding. The remaining readers, which numbered 4, are already at 

the level of the processes of understanding, explaining, connecting, compareing, and 

interpreting. The first group, which consist of 21 readers, fall into the category of 

thinking readers because they find the uniqueness in the novel and they explained 

based on the knowledge they have. The readers who have the personality Feeling Type 

who judge based on the attitudes and personal values as proposed Myers, Briggs, Hynd 

and Chase consist of five people. Readers who have a thinking personality types who 

decide logically and objectively as proposed Myers, Briggs, Hynd and Chase consists of 

22 people. Most readers are influenced by text (reading material). 

The social context that was accounted for by the readers includes black and white 

life in reality, readers’ welcome,  gay life, love and sincerity, and vulgar sexuality, modern 

lifestyle, young people, respect, sincerity, slang, the value of life in modern times, gay 
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couples and prostitutes who have added value. Male readers have been able to take 

distance from the text while female readers are still involved in the story and characters. 

Based on the opinion of Hunt and Vipont, 21 readers belong to the driven story 

attitude because the readers do not compare their understanding with other knowledge 

that they triy to dig. So readers just want to enjoy the reading. Based on the opinion of 

Dillon, the readers present the text as a little world of of a reader that include the surface 

elements of the reders’ reception and gays, the reality of life of the author, the daily life 

of the characters, the black and white life, popular language and detailed aspects of life 

of the characters, about people, a dirty love, sincerity, many readers like it, author’s 

imagination, language that is too high, skipping scenes, style, plot. Based on the opinion 

of Hinds, these readers are known as readers who show a positive attitude. Based on 

the opinion of Flyn, they belong to submissive readers because they do not have the 

provision of adequate knowledge to read the novel. 

Attitudes which are shown by the four readers are already on the driven point and 

can show the points of meaning behind the text, which is about respect and sincerity, 

that something which seems good or bad is not necessarily true or bad. Based on the 

opinion of Dillon, the readers have the attitude of digger for secret that examines the 

hidden meaning behind the events. Based on the opinion of Flyns, the readers belong 

to the category of integrative reader that is capable of to be involved in meaning 

transactions. 

 

Discussion 

Raders’ Response is closely related to the notion of meaning, but the meaning 

itself involves many different meanings. Ogden and Richards in their book The Meaning 

of Meaning put forth a list of 21 definitions of meaning, that meaning is: (a) an intrinsic 

property, (b) a unique unanalyzable Relation to other things, (c) the other annexed to a 

word in the dictionary, (d) the connotation of a word, (e) the essence, (f) an activity 

projected into an object, (g) an event intended, (h) a volition, (i) the place of anything in 

a system, (j) the practical consequences of a thing in our future experience, (k) the 

theoretical consequences of involved in or implied by a statement, (l) emotion aroused 

by anything, (m) that which is actually related to a sign by a chosen relation, (n) the 

Mnemic effect of a stimulus (Association acquired), (o) some other occurrence to which 

the mnemonic effect of any occurrence are appropriate, (p) that which a sign is 

interpreted as being of, (q) what anything suggests, (r) that to which the user of a symbol 

actually refers, (s) that to which the user of a symbol ought to be referring, (t) that to 

which the user of a symbol believed himself to be referring, (u) that to which the 

interpreter of a symbol (1) refers, (2) believes himself to be referring, (3) believes the user 

to  be referring. 

Of the twenty-one meaning presented by Ogden and Richards several meanings 

are relevant to the discussion of the meaning of literary works, i.e. meaning (g), (i), (l), 

(s), and (u). Meaning (g) can be called intentional meaning, i.e. something that is 

intended by the author. In understanding of the meaning of literary work, the author’s 

meaning raises a serius question if it is understood as a personal subjective intention 

of the author, because in literary communication the readers generally do not have 

sufficient access to the private life of the author. Authorial intent can only be known by 

the readers based on the hints in the text and other information beyond the text such 

as the author's life story and ideology. In addition, the meaning of a literary work is also 

influenced by the reader's own knowledge of literary conventions, its literary competence 

and expectations. 

The meanings (s) and (u), which concerns the role of the writer and the reader, 

also have relevance to the understanding of the meaning of a literary work. Meaning (s), 
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that to which the user of a symbol ought to be referring, is called by Ogden and Richards 

"good use"; that is the use of a symbol is considered good if it can evoke the same 

reference for all competent readers. Meaning (u), that to which the interpreter of a 

symbol refers, strongly emphasizes the role of the reader as the giver of meaning. The 

other meaning which also emphasized the role of the reader is the meaning (l), emotion 

aroused by anything, that is as emotional meaning aroused by the literature. When 

combined with the previous meaning, the meaning of this last can complete the 

understanding of meaning that is based solely on the intent of the author. Because the 

purposes of the auther and the understanding the reader may be very different, both 

readers and writers need to be placed as different factors in the context of literary 

communication which involvs the reader, the writer and the literary work. 

The meaning that is also relevant to the discussion of literary works is the meaning 

(i), namely the position of something in the framework of a system, which is also known 

as significance. In this sense the meaning of a literary work is its particular position 

amids a broader context, be it the kind of literature in general, literary works of a certain 

period, or in the framework of a particular school of thought. Another concept closely 

related with significance is aesthetic value. The significance and aesthetic value can be 

distinguished for a meaningful work (containing significance) is not necessarily a work 

with high aesthetic quality. And conversely a work that has aesthetic quality is not 

necessarily meaningful (having particular significance for a particular the reader). 

Other experts categorize meaning more simply. Martinich (2001: 30-32) suggests 

six senses of meaning, namely natural meaning (noncognitive), communicative 

meaning, intentional meaning, referential meaning, meaning as honesty, and meaning 

as significance. Natural meaning is the meaning of a natural relationship between two 

phenomena, such as the relationship between smoke and fire. This meaning is the same 

as the thirteenth meaning in Ogden and Richards’ exposition. Communicative meaning 

can be considered as the opposite of the natural meaning because the meaning is not 

based on natural relationship but on the author's intention, verbal meaning, and 

situational meaning associated with human affairs of both personal and social nature. 

Intentional meaning is the meaning as the author's intention; hence, similar to the 

meaning (g) of Ogden and Richards. Referential meaning can be considered as a 

specialization of communicative meaning, i.e., meaning as a reference. Meaning as 

honesty is the meaning that is assumed in daily life, namely the words spoken are 

assumed to be correct. This meaning may be equated with the meaning (s) of Ogden and 

Richards. Lastly, the same meaning as significance is similar with the meaning (i) of 

Ogden and Richards. 

That the literary work contains significance has already been the underlying 

assumption of the reading of literature and became a kind of postulate in the 

understanding and analysis of literary works. H.L.B. Moody (1968: 2) states that (a) 

literature come out of the love of human community for storytelling tradition to tell one’s 

experience; (b) the main purpose of literature is to give pleasure; (b) literature brings 

man back to his own situation, problems, feelings and relationships. Basically H.L.B. 

Moody intends to emphasize the significance of literature for humans on the grounds 

that the literature starts from the human experience and ends with appreciation of 

human nature, which includes various dimensions of life. 

The same opinion about the significance of literature is proposed by Robert 

E.Probst (1988: 44). According to him, Literature allows us to experience and reflect on 

the experience and therefore invites indulgence / interest in those who are trying to 

understand himself and the world around them. Awareness on the proximity of 

literature with human life itself will build the literary significance for human life 

everyday. 

Based on the general description of the meaning and significance of literary works 

it can be concluded that the meaning of literary works relates to the author's intention, 
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the effect on the reader, and the verbal meaning of a literary text. The meaning of a 

literary work can not be left entirely to the author's personal intention for literary works 

are written using public media, which is the language that is social and conventional. 

As stated by Louise M. Rossenblatt (1983: 251), literature is not a reflection of life like 

a photograph but is the outcome of a particular personality socially patterned by making 

use of modes / means of communication that develops socially. 

In a theory of literature which departs from aesthetic reception theory, as followed 

in this study, the discussion of the meaning of literary works is associated with the role 

of the reader. What is meant is that the reader actively defines the meaning of the literary 

works he read based on his knowledge of the conventions of literature in general, 

familiarity with literary tradition, and his personal tendencies. This position is expressly 

stated by Jane P. Tompkins (1980: xix) that the readers’ receptions inspired critics will 

argue that a poem can not be understood apart from its results, its “effects", the 

psychological and the other aspect that is very important for any accurate description 

about the meaning of the poem because it does not have the meaning of its own 

existence (presence), effectively outside its realization in the minds of the readers. Thus, 

a literary text is meaningful only after its communications and transactions with its 

readers. In another formulation, Agnes J. Webb (Cooper, 1985: 274) states that the 

reader responds to a literary work actively to provide a transactive response meaning 

(literary), that the reading of a work is not merely a communication of a message to a 

passive recipient, because the transaction is an internal activity with which the reader 

re-create the text and give meaning to it. 

 

Conclusion 

Based on the above discussion a number of conclusions can be drawn about the 

importance of culture in a student's response to literature. 

In the short story "Godlob" there is traditional culture in the form of traditional 

Javanese mysticism. In terms of intellectual aspect, the students can reveal the literary 

structure contained in the story. In the short story "Godlob" they have been able to 

formulate events, setting, characters, the style used by the author. In the short story 

"Cranes" there is modern culture derived from Western culture about storks symbol 

used to describe the process of child birth to a child. Readers had no difficulty with the 

language of the author, but did not feel well with the story itself. In the novel Supernova: 

Knight, Princess and the Shooting Star there are critical discussions obout ethical values 

based on science. Readers responded that the novel contains infidelity as well as a bit 

of science that is difficult to understand. 

Readers’ response has the meanings of an event that is meant, the position of 

something in a system, the emotions aroused by something, something that should be 

referred to by the user of the symbol; the meaning of literary works is related to the 

author's intention, its effect on the reader, and the verbal meaning of a literary text. The 

meaning of a literary work can not be left entirely to the author's personal intention for 

literary works are written using public media, which is the language that is social and 

conventional in nature. A literary text is meaningful after its communications and 

transactions with its readers. The readers respond to a literary work actively to provide 

a transactive response meaning. 
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